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1. The main Oommittee has helAt four meetings. â the first

and secord.metinigs there was a general discussion of the issues

involved and the Committee decided to divide its work into-,he two

foflloing parts:

(a) Internationa2 agreement relating to the achievement and

maaintenance of high and steadily rising levels of effective

demand, employment and economic activity.

(i) General undertakings. of neinbers.

(ii) Recourse in case a member is damaged by failure

of another member to fuifil undertakings.

(iii) Consultation and exchange of information.

(iv).- ,.ssignment of functions.

(b) International agreement rllating to industriaJ

development.

2. By a previous decision of the Preparatory Committee industrial

development was to be considered jointly by Committees I and II.

The joina committee which was accordinrey set up. has cove: d item 2

of Ahe aboommigenda. * Sub-Cmnmittee consisting of Delegates

il, C=L^s>tra.Ja.-B=z'i CubaK India, the United Xingdom and the

: rr:
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United States, was appointed to work out a detailed agenda includ-

ing all the proposals hitherto raised in connection with item 1

of the above agenda, and to prepare a synopsis of these proposals.

3. The Sub-Committee had before it the passages dealing with

employment in the United States "Proposals for Consideration by

an International Conference on Trade and Employment" and "Suggested

Draft of a Charter for an International Trade Organization of the

United Nations", as well as papers by the Delegations of Australia,

Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, India, the Netherlands and the United Xingdom,

and by the Polish Observer.

,4. The Sub-Committee held four meetings. It started to prepare

a synopsis of the various proposals, but found that it was able to

collate all the various texts into a single draft on which all the

members of the Sub-Coiumittee *.ere prepared te express their tenta-

tive agreement a5 a ba3is for discussion by the main Cozmittee.

5. . ât its third rieetin,. zho main Càmmittee considered the

report of che Sub-Co.mittce mia made a fevi amendments te the draft

Clauses ànd the dzaft resolution on employment, which the Sub-

Com5ittee had, prepared l'or it. t its fourth and final meeting

*'he mai.n Committce adopted it-. final report, which is now presented

for 'the consideration of the Preparatory Committee.
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PART II

d. 1E, RELATION O EZLOYLMNT TO THE PURPOSES OF THEORGANIZA.TION

1. In crder to maintain international trade at high and stable level,

* t is necesary to maintain a high and stable .level of demand for goods

and services throv;hout the world as well as to aohieve a reduction in

trade barriers. At the same time lull and productive employment and

- the' maintenance of high and stable levels of effective demand cannot

make their maximum contributions to raising standards ol living

without the reduction of harml tràde barriers.

2. It is a zlain purpose of the United Nations, recognised in article 55

of. thc Charter of that Organization, to promote "higher standards of

living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress

and de\ -.opmeret". Some discussion took place as to the meaning to be

attached to the phrase "full emplcyment". In the less industrialized

oountri:s whose economies are more essentially based on primzary

production. a deficient demand shows itsci± not so ruch in mass

unemployment (the common form in industrialized countries,) as in under-

employment or unprofitable employment among their primy producers.

Pcr this reason the main objectives of employnent policy were defined

to include the -avoidance of under-emplcyment as wcJ11 as of uemrpoicymnt.

3.. :It was alse pointed out that if the phrase "full empley.n±" wre

to be îiterpreted -in. the literal sense, nazely th'-t no one able *nd

wdil.±ng te worlc should ever be unempioyed -for however short a period,
-governenta mieht be held teobe oommitted to types of action which

they w`uld net .-in fact be prepared to carry outj It should, of course,

be -opèn to any government to idcpt as strict an intérpretation as

it:desfreJp but for the present purpose it seemed appropriate to interpret

'full employment" as a condition in which useful erployment opportunities

are available te aIl those able nnd willing to work. It is the

maintenance of such a condition and of the high and stable leve. of
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demand associated with it wbrich is of real concern from the inter-

national point of vievwr.

- '. TEE X,'UNTMZNC:E OF DOMETIC EMILOYY

Theae whs general agreement.that. governments owe a responsibility

not only to theïrown citizens but 4eso to the citizens of other

countries to do all that is within theïr power to. maintain full and

productive eeplQy1uent and h±gh anl& stable levels of eniard within

their:own territories4 i decline of demand in an important country,
by reducing its imports from'.otlier countries or by causing a

burdensome BUXrIlus in worla rarkets of' commodities, which it wp.s

previously prod&icing for its own consumption, is'liable tc lead to the

spread of une zloyment cr uicler.employment outside its borders.; Por

this reason, governments should agree to take action designed.to achieve

and maintain eill and productive em'Ilyment of their doomestio labour

and high arnd stable levels bf effectivee abnestic demand. The type of

measure .wh ir:ght be takeen fcr'this'purpose.should, of course, be

left to the individual decisions of the, g0vernrnei concerned., whioh

must be free to choose the measures which are appropriate to their own

domestic institutions. This choice should be unfettered., although,
of course, it is recognized that the measures chosen should be

copatlb2ble with .he other. purposes .and provisions of the Interatioal

Trade i-gar.:zat' . -.

C« ; :vEMvMOBNT O? DOETIC MSO!JPcM ImC CTIVIWY
.' * e .toynt' of labour in amr country is not the sole. conditions

wbioh, l addition to father factors such as -tie level of --frade barriers,

deterndiie the level .o?_effective demand on the :part. of tchat country

for the pro~cIts aof other. couritres. . country, ;wich fails. to

&evelop its resources effectively, or which fails to-akce every.

opportunity to raise the productivityy of its labour, .will, in effeot,
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be failing to expand to the maximum its effective demand for goods

and services. Accordingly all governments should recognize that they

have a ccmmron interest in the productive use of the worlds resources,

and should agree to take action designed progressively to develop

their economic resources and to raise their standards of productivity.

Here again the choice of measures should be left to the government

of each individual country, provided that the measures chosen are

compatible with the other purposes and provisions of the Intefnational

Trade Crganization.

D. F;JR IJBOJR ST;DMiS

1. If full employnent is to make its due contribution to the higher

standards of living and conditions of economic -and social progress to

which Article 55 of the Charter of the United Nations refers, it is

necessary that a fair share of the product should accrue to the worker.

All countries have a common interest in the maintenance of such fair

labour standards, particularly in the case of production for export,

since otherwise one country's products may be undercut by those-of

another in which labour is unfairly exploited.- Labour standards

cannot, of course, be uniform in all countries, but must be related

to national productivity. But there was wide support for the view

that governments should agree to take whatever action may be

appropriate and feasible to eliminate sub-standard conditions- f

labour in theseproduction for export and generally throughout their

economies.

2. A few delegations expressed some doubt whether an agreement on

this subject should be included in these employment provisions.

These doubts were based on two grounds:

(a) It would be wrong to attempt to set toc high a standard in

certain countries, since this would seriously handicap the

expansion of production în those countries which, having
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plentiftlauppli4B of-labour but -relatîvely little capital

equipment or industrial. skïll must fer a tiime base theixï

development on lower remuneration that than iu morse developed

countries.

(b) Since the International Labour Organization is the zpec±alïzed

agency which has been specifically charged witl tlvc pio.?lemn it

would lead tbo a duplication of uünctiorns *o ;.cJ.ds au agreement

ôn this subject in the Charte: of the proposed ii:er.tional

Trade Organization;

3. On poînt (a) it was generally agreed tkiat, i àai agreemezne on

labour conditions is included in the employment rovs.ons.it rust be

made'olear that there cannot be any sinZ!e rr,r'aïard of

fair labour conditions appropriate to all.countr-ies, but that the

standard must in eaci case be related to the pro&Jot-ty cf the

country conperned.

4 On point (b) it was generally agreed. that t^;rnr.in vwok on this

queseSin should continue to be carried out by the Diteriiatiolal. Labour

Srganîzation, and that, if any agreement on this subject is included

in the Charter o! the International Trade Organizaticn, those countries,
which are also members of the International La.bour Crgan.ations should

co-cperate closely with that Organization in carryirg G':t the agreement.

The reason for proposing that tome agreement on this subject should>

nevertheless# be included is that labour standards in any cc-.umtrwy

and in partibular in its production for export, are a .matter which

vitally affect the employment of labour and thc . lovi o? international

trade.

E. HM:ViiL OF ML USTMTS IN T BNC2 0F RIETS

1. . country, even though it is maintaining fe eloyment at homey

.is.deveelapîng its economic resources an. raising its standard of
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productivity, and is maintainin; fair labour standards, may, nevertheless,

exercise a deflationary pressure upon other countries. This will be

se if it is persistently buying from abroad and investing abrcad too

little in relation to its exports.. Indeed its export surplus ray be

the means -hereby it is maintaining its own domestic employment.

2. It vrac not suggested that countries which are experiencing

difficulties through unfavourable balances of payyments ray not themselves

be partly responsible for the maladjustients. For example, countries

with adverse balances of payments, whose difficulties are being

intensified by flight of capital from theïr currencies, might properly

be called u-pon tc put a stop to such capital export. But insofar as.

the pressure on their balances of payr-ents is due te the failure of

countries vith excessively favourable balances of payments te spend

theïr external purchasing pcver on irtorts or to utilize it fer pro&uctive

investment abroad, the main responsibilit:' for the necessary re-adjust-

mehi should nrt fali on the countries v.hich are under pressure.

3. There was %,ide support for the vievi that where fundamental

diseqùilibrium in a country's balance et payments involved ether

countries in persistent balance of payment difficulties, which affected

adversely the maintenance of employment in those countries, the ccuntry

concerned should make full. contribution ta action designed te correct

the maladjustment. The particular measures that should be adopted

(e.g. the stimulation of imp.orts.or the removal of special encouragements

te exports, an appreciation of the count-y's exchange rate, an upward-

revision of its- internal price and cost 'structure, an increase in

foreign investment, etc.) should, of course, be ieft te the government

concerned te determine,. The problem here lies in a sphere in which the

International idnetary Fund. has a very special concern, and it is most

uesirablé that in this field. both the national Governnents concerned

ana the International Trade Crganization should co-eperate fully with

the Fund.
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P. SAFEGUARDS FOR COUNTRIES SUBJECT
TO EXTERNAL DEFLATIONARY PRESSURE

1. After further consideration of the position of countries whose

economies are subjected to deflationary-pressure as a result .of a

serious or abrupt decline in the effective demand of other countries,

it was generally agreed that there must be adequate safeguards to

Ieet this contingency.

2. In this connection it was noted that the Articles of agreementt

of the International. Monetary Pund contain, for Moebe:s of -thp Eund,

some important safeguards:

(a) Thé provisions relating to exchange control permit the control

of, capital exports 9o that nc country suffering from an external

deflationary pressure need find. its troubles inteni4fied! by flight

of capitalf.rom its currency.

(b) *, country vwhich finds itself in a "fundamental disequilibriumn"

as a result of the maintenance of its oin domestic prices, costs

and incomes in conditions of external def'latioxi, can apply for an

appropriate.,depreciation of the exchange value aof its currency

and stch a depreciation zculd not be frustrated by competitive

depreciation on the part of other Members cf the FPnd which are

not in a similar "fundamental disequilibrium". In this regard lt

was noted that the Executive Directers cf the International

Monetary Pund have'interpreted the .:rticles of àAgreement of the

Pund to mean "that steps which are necessary to protect a Member

from unemployment of a chronic or persistent character, arising

from pressure on its balance of payments, are among the measures

necessary to correct a fundamental disequilibrium."'

(c) If a country or group of countries has so large an export

surplus that its ?rewy becomes "scarce" in the Fund, other

countries would permitted to restrict their purchases from Lt

to the necessary degreewithout restricting their purchases from

each other.
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3. The Articles of agreement of the International Trade Organization

should also contain adequate safeguards. It was in any case proposed

that countries in balance of payments difficulties should be permitted

to inposé quantitàtivè restrictions on their imports, and it was

recognized this would ccnstitute an important safeguard of the type in

question. The examination. in &etaij of this or the other various

safeguards, whidh might be contained in the other àrtioles of the

International Trade Organization, was not considered to be the task

ofCo~mmittee I. It is suggested&that., when such safeguards come under

discussion, ail relevant parts of the constitution of the.proposed

International Trade Crganization should be carefully examined.to ensure

that there are adequate satoguards ?or a country subjected to pressure

as the result of a decline in the effective demand of other countries.

4.- Itwas generally felt that the clauses relating directly te

employment should give general recognition to this need for adequate

safeguards by requiring the.International Trade Organization to have

regard, in the exercise of its functions as defined in the other articless

of the Trade Organization, te the need c,2 countries tG take action,

within the provisions of the International Trade Organization, te

safeguard their economies against deflationary pressure in the event

of a serious or abrupt decline in the effective demand of other countries

G. INTENATIONiàL OCTION TO MLINVMTiN EXMLOYIENT

1L In present circumstances the.direct action necessary to maintain

full and productive employment and a high and stable level of effective

demand must, in the main, be the SuMn of individual national efforts.

Nevertheless there are certain ways Là -which the ajpropr:iate inter-

governmental specialized agencies might, acting within their respective

spheres and consistently with the terms of their basic instruments, make

some direct o-zntribution to the maintenance of emoioyment and the

* stability o? world demand.
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2. It was considered that the Economic and Social Council, in

consultation with the appropriate inter-governmental specialized

agencies, might usefully study the possibilities in this field. In

addition to a consideration of the effects on employment and production

of a lowering of barriers to trade, such studies might well cover such

measure as the synchronization of credit policies so as to ease terms

of borrowing over a wide area in times of general deflationary pressure,

arrangements to promote stability in the incomes, and so in the buying

power, of producers of primary products, the timing of expenditure on

international capital projects and the encouragement of a flow of

capital in periods of world deflationary pressure to those countries

whose balance of payments needs tempcrary support in crder to enable

them to maintain their domestic policies for full and ptcductive.

er.mloyment.

H. Tie FUNCTIONS 0F THE ECONOISC -JD SOCLL COUNCIL
,m TXE SEECLZIZED .-GENCIES

1. The international' structure which ray be necessary to achieve

these employment objectives was considered. Effective action in this

sphere will.involve separate action by.governments and by a number

of inter-governnental specialized agencies.. yet such' action =ust be

properly ccncerted if the national and international measures for

offsetting a general depression are to be properly timed and of the

right magnitude..

2. There should, aocordingly, be some international body under whose

sponsorship governments and inter-governmental rpecialized agencies

can aonsult with a view to concerted action to maintain employment,

and the appropriate body fcr this purpose would seem to be t.he Economic

and Social Council of the United Nations, together with its Economia

and Employment Commission and its Sub-Commissions, to whom this task

has already been entrusted.
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3. The functions, which, it was thought, the Economic and Social

Council should either perform itself or sponsor through arrangements

with the appropriate inter-governmental specialized agencies, cover

(i) the rogular collection, analysis and exchange of relevant

information;

and

(ii) the organization of consultation with a view to concerted

national and international action in the field of employment.

In addition to these continuing functions, it was considered the

Economic and Social Council should initiate those studies of possible

direct international action for the rMaintenance of employment to

which reference has been made in Section G., paragraph 2 above.

4. The work, which it is suggested, the Economic and Social

Council and the inter-governmental specialized agencies concerned

undertake on this subject will be of great importance. The

information which is to be collected should, as far as possible, cover

the. level and composition of the national incomee and expenditure and

of the balance of payments, as well as statistics of employment,

'unemployment, production, etc . s far as is appropriate and practicable,

it should cover future programmes and probable future trends in order

thgt the needs of employment policy may be intelligently anticipated.

Close and regular consUltation for concerted action by governments and

inter-.gcvernmental specialized agencies will be necessary in orcer to

see how far national policies (e. g. for expenditure on public works)

or axy relevant international policies can be timed so as to make

their most effective joint contribution to the maintenance of world

demand.

I. THE FORM OF THE EMPLOYMENT PROVISIONS

1. The suggestion that the Economic and Social Council should

continue to fulfil these general functions in employment policy need
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not conflict with the speciallink that should exist between employment

and trade. Governments may find it difficult to assume the commercial

obligations of the proposed Internationia Trade Organization in the

absence of undertakings by others to do their best to maintain a high

and stable level of effective demand and employment policies must not

conflict with commercial obligations. It is necessary for these

reasons to link the trade obligations and the employment obligations

closely together. For this reason it is considered it would probably

be mcst arpropriate to include the emnloyment-wd.ertakings in the

Charter .-ohe t tdcna.2.radvtOrganization.

2, There is. licviever, one pointooncarning employment vrhich should

probably be trentea differently aIn Section G. paragraph 2 above, it

was suggested that the Economic and Social Council and the anrrarriate
inter-gc-erzriental srecialied agencies should be invited by the

International Conference on Trade and Employi.ent to consider what action

might be tak-en in the international field to assist in maintairning ful-.

and productive employment and a high and stable level of world derrand,

It is thought that this invitation might best be extended in a separate

resolution. 4. draft of this resolution fcr the consideration of the

International Conference on Trade and Enmloyment is set cut in the next

paragraph.

3. Text of Draft Resclution on International Action Relatinz to
Emrleyzent.*

THE PREPi2âTORY COIQ..TÉ:EV OF THE !NESNATION.,L CONzERENC
ON TR5AE AIM EMELOYIMT

CON5IDERIM TEHT a significant contribution can be maclde to the

achievement and maintenance of full and productive employment and of

,high and stable levels of effective demand by international action

sponsored. Dy the Economic and Social Ceuncil and carried cut inwl-3-
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agencies acting within their respective spheres and consistently with

the terms and purposes of their basic instruments

HEREBY ASKS the Economic and Social Council to undertake at an early

date, in consultation with the appropriate inter-governmental specialized

agencies, special studies of the form which such international action

might take

AND SUGGESTS that in addition to covering the effects on employment and

production of a lowering of barriers to trade, the studies of the Economic

and Social Council should.include a consideration of such measures as:

1. The concerted timing, to the extent which may be appropriate

and practicable ih the interests of employment policy, of national

and international measures to influence credit conditions and the

terms of borrowing;

2, National or international arrangements, in suitable cases, to

promote due stability in the incomes cf producers of primary

products, having regard equally to the interests of consuming and

producing countries;

3. The timing, to the extent which may be appropriate and

practicable in the interests of employment policy, of capital

expenditure on projects which are either of an international

character or are internationally financed;

4. The promotion, under appropriate safeguards, of an international

flow of capital in periods of world deflationary pressure to these

countries whose balance of payments needs temporary support in

order to enable them to maintain domestic policies for full and

productive employment.
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APPENDIX

TEXT OF SUGGESTED CHAPTERON EMPLOYMENT

Article A

Relation of Employment to Purposes of Organization.

1. Members recognize that the avoidance of unemployment or under

employment through the achievement and maintenance in each country of

useful employment opportunities for those able and willing to work and

of high and steadily rising effective demand for goods and services is

not of domestic concern alone, but is.a necessary condition for the

expansion of international trade and, in general, for the realization

of the purposes of the organizaticra They also recognize that

measures to sustain deinand and ermployment should be consistent with

the other purposes and provisions of the organization, and that in

the choice of such measures, each country shculd seek to avcid

creating balance of payments difficulties for other countries

2, They agrec that, while the achievement and maintenance of effective

demand and employment must depend. primarily on domestic measures, such

measures should be assisted by the regular exchange of information anci

views among members and, so far aé possible, be suppleim.ented by

international action sponsored by. the Economic and Sociaal Council of

the United Natiàns and carried out in collaboration wit-h the appropriate

international specializes agencies, acting within their respective

spheres and consistentlyy with the terms and purposes of their basic

*instruments.

Article B

The Maintenance of Domestic Employment

Each member shall take action designed to achieve and maintain

full and productive employment and high and stable levels of effective

demand within its own jurisdiction through measures appropriate to
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its political and economic institutions and compatible with the

other purposes of the organization.

Article C

The Development of Domestic Resources and Productivity

Bach' member, recognizing that all countries have a common interest

in the productive use of the world's resources, agrees to take action

designed progressively to develop economic resources and. to raise

standards af productivity within its jurisdiction through measures

compatible with the other purposes of the organization.

article D

Pair Labour Standards

Bach merrber, recognizing that ail countries have a cc.mon interest

in the maintenance of lair labour standards, related to national

productivity, agrees to take whatever action may be appropriate and

feasible to eliminate sub-standard conditions cf latucr in.production

for export and generally throuEhout its jurisdiction.

l.rticle E

The Removal of Maladjust.ents in the Balance of payments

Bach member agrees that, in case cf a fundamental disequilibrîum

in its balance of payments involving other ccuntries ;n persistent

balance of payments difficulties.which handicap them in maintaining

employment, it will make its fhll contribution tc action designed to

correct the maladjustment.

Article .

Safeguards for countries subject to External Dèflationary Pressure

The Organization shal bhavsé reard, in the exercise of its functions

as detineci in the othériartiolesof this Charter, to the neea o members

to take action within the provisions of the International Trade

Organization to safeguard their economies against deflationary pressure

in the event of a serious or abrupt decline in the effective demand of

other countries.
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Article G.

Consultation and Exchange of Information on Matters Relatingto
Employment

Members agree to participate in arrangements undertaken or

sponsored by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations,

including arrangements with the appropriate inter-goverrnmental

specialized agencies

(a) for the regular collection, analysis and exchange

of information on domestic employment problems, trends and

policies, including as far as possible information relating

to-national income, demand, and the balance of payments; and,

(b) for consultation with a view to concerted action on

the part of governments and inter-governmental specialized

agencies in the field of employment policies.


